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BUSINESS
STUDIES
Mr Bell writes:
Year 9 BTEC pupils started the year looking at what makes an entrepreneur – Lacey,
Isabelle and Antoinette created excellent research and display work.
The BTEC course is a practical course and
pupils are working on their first piece of
externally assessed work, and are currently
researching and then writing a plan to set
up their own Micro Business.
Here are some of their comments:
Maria: My idea is to create a dog
walking business to try and help
animals to get all the exercise they
need.
Researching my business helps me
educate myself to be self-aware
of what I am looking for and this
impacts on my business ideas.
Freya: I think it is good that we do practical work because it allows us to improve our skills within Business Studies
and helps with skills for the future.
Robert: My enterprise is pressure washing. It’s good to do practical work as you get the experience of the real world
unlike other lessons. This teaches how difficult the business world is. Researching and writing my enterprise idea up
helps me understand skills of an entrepreneur and sole traders.
Henry: You get the full experience of your work and it is all done by you, giving you a sense of pride. By researching
your own work, you can do what you would like to do, possibly even using this time as research when you actually
start a real business.
Pupils will be presenting their plans in the new academic year.
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Year 9 GCSE
Pupils have covered Ownership of Business to Operations Management and Procurement – recently we have worked on
recruitment and selection and motivation. Pupils researched a business guru and summarised their work.

The work shown here shows the depth the Year 9 pupils are going into with their assessment and purple pen work.
The pieces of work shown here are by Lily, Poppy, Jacob, Ellen, and Ben
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Miss Russell writes
Business Studies is now studied across
Year 9 to Year 13, and we offer GCSE
Business Studies and BTEC Enterprise
in Upper School and A Level Business
in the Sixth Form. In addition to our
academic role, we also run Enterprise
Week every November where the whole
school participates in different events,
such as Tycoon Tenner, an Enterprise
Day and this year we dedicated our
third challenge to designing and
making poppies to raise awareness of
Remembrance Day.
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Pre-COVID we also had an exciting selection of trips and
opportunities for our pupils, including all Year 9 Business
Studies pupils visiting Manchester United, visits from
entrepreneurs such as the Chilli Jam Man, revision days to
Leeds and a trip to New York (which was sadly cancelled
during the lockdown period).
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The Business Department is also a member of the Peter
Jones
Enterprise
Academy,
and thisbusiness
year James
Cousinsstudents in Year 9 and 10 were introduced to the Gig
Over
Enterprise
Fortnight,
studies
was Economy
runner up in
the Miss
Entrepreneur
thethem
Year Competition
and
Russell,ofset
a task to come up with a Mission Statement, a Department
held at Hampton Court. The PJEA adds even more meaning
Logo, a Business Card and a Tweet to promote the department both within and outside of school.
to students as it gives every student in the Sixth Form an
opportunity to graduate from the PJEA and receive support
Students worked in teams based on their own self-assessment they were given a list of criteria to
in their future choices (oh and of course they also meet
help them identify their strengths and appropriate role in the team.
Peter Jones!).

1: The Creative Spark: Creative Sparks are “Out of the Box Thinkers” who are always engaged in

One of the reasons why business is such a unique subject
exploring the innovative ways of handling things.
to study is the fact that we try and build in enterprise weeks
The Intellectual Powerhouse: Such team members
during the year, where all students come off lessons for a
are the main brains behind the team. They are
2. The Productive Dynamo: The Productive Dynamos are the go-getters as they drive results and
week or a fortnight and participate in Enterprise Challenges.
the intellectuals and highly analytical skilled at
ensure the achievement of the goals. They are the actual
performers or
the doers
the tasks.
troubleshooting
or resolving
theofcomplicated
Over Enterprise Fortnight, Business Studies pupils in
problems.
3. The Intellectual Powerhouse: Such team members are the main brains behind the team. They are
Year 9 and 10 were introduced to the Gig Economy and
intellectuals
highly
skilled at troubleshooting
or resolving
the team
complicated
Missthe
Russell,
set them a and
task to
comeanalytical
up with a Mission
The Communicators:
These
members help the
problems.
Statement,
a Department Logo, a Business Card and a
team to gel, they encourage everyone to join in, should
Tweet to promote the department both within and outside
lead on team tasks as well as communicating publicly
4. The Communicators these team members help the team
to gel,outside
they encourage
of school.
with others
of the team. everyone to join

3.

4.

in, should lead on team tasks as well as communicating publicly with others outside of the team.

5.

Pupils worked in teams based on their own self-assessment
The Controller: They keep a watchful eye on the
5.The
Controller
they
keep
a
watchful
eye
on
the
team,
allocating
tasks,
making
stayonon
they were given a list of criteria to help them identify their
team,
allocating
tasks,
makingsure
sure they
they stay
track,
strengths
appropriate
role inand
the team.
making
track,and
making
decisions
helping when and where they
are decisions
needed.and helping when and where they
are needed.
To
the Spark:
teamsCreative
they were
given
a project
brief, information on the meaning of colour and shapes,
Thehelp
Creative
Sparks
are “Out
of the Box
Thinkers”
who
are always
engaged
exploring pyramid
the
help the teams
theywith
werewriting
given a project
brief,
top
tips on
elevator
pitches,
anininverted
of To
journalism
to help
a Tweet
and
innovative ways of handling things.
information on the meaning of colour and shapes, top
videos on how to write mission statements and design business cards and an action plan to cotips on elevator pitches, an inverted pyramid of journalism
ordinate
their activities.
The Productive Dynamo: The Productive Dynamos
to help with writing a Tweet and videos on how to write
are the go-getters as they drive results and ensure
mission statements and design business cards and an
Here
are some of the excellent ideas that the Business
pupils produced
the achievement of the goals. They are the actual
action plan to co-ordinate their activities.
performers or the doers of the tasks.
Here are some of the excellent ideas that the Business
pupils produced

1.
2.

The Debt Busters

The Mission Statement:
“Preparing students for success in the business world”
Green was picked as it mimics the house colours of the
school, and the shaking hands represents the unification of
the Business and Enterprise Department with students,
whilst the circular shape is graceful and complete, giving a
sense of integrity.
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Reverse of the Business Card

The Mission Statement:

“Activating the mindset of young business brains, one
lesson at a time”
Our mission statement is a perfect exemplification of our
goals. It shows how business is a way of thinking, reflects
the focus on education on students and acknowledges that
we are education the next generation of business people.
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Team: Imagine and Inspire
The star, the straight lines and angles symbolise
structure and order. A star is made up of triangles
that represent power progression and purpose, and
it can also symbolise strength. The circle, this shape
sends a positive and emotional message of harmony
and protection. It is used to represent unity,
commitment, and community. Circles have no
beginning and no end representing a cycle. It can
also be referred to nature e.g. flowers, sun, moon
and the earth. Which all bring peace and harmony.
The reason we used both is because together they
represent a protective, welcoming community that
we have in the Business Studies department. It also
represents the order we have in lessons that keeps
our work the best it can be, and the progression students go through making them the
future entrepreneurs. The colour black means power and elegance. It is a bold and powerful
colour it can also be a little mysterious. It is extremely impacting, and it can be very
sophisticated and easy to read. The colour white could symbolise the purity and unique
Ideas. It can symbolise a blank slate and new start.
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Our mission statement:
“To create and inspire the future
entrepreneurs”
aims to empower the future of entrepreneurs.
The word ‘inspire’ has connotations of creativity
and breathing life. It is the inspiration of students
at Woldgate School that will allow them to
succeed in their chosen career

#teamimagineandinspire
Our ambition is to encourage the younger generation of Woldgate School to study Business
and Enterprise. Through our Business Studies mission statement “To create and inspire the
future entrepreneurs” we are striving for all pupils to realise their potential and creativity.

The Business Department sees pupils as our most important stakeholders, so I wanted you to hear from them too. This week
I asked Year 10 Business pupils to share with you why they chose to study Business and what they think of their experiences
so far.
Alfie and Liam said “We love business as it is very
Ben said “I enjoy business because it is really eye
useful for life after school. It is going to be useful
opening and useful for real life. It is the only subject
The up
Business
Department
students as
stakeholders,
so I wanted
you to
hear
for setting
your own
business sees
and becoming
anour most important
that I have
used practically.
It makes
me
look at things
from
them
too.
This
week
I
asked
Year
10
Business
students
to
share
with
you
why
they
chose
to
entrepreneur. It is also a very interesting and fun
differently, such as the fact that students are more
study Business and what they think of their experiences so
far.
subject.”
motivated
by chocolate than money! Also, it brings
me one step closer to my own dream of having a
Alfie and Liam said “We love business as it is very useful for life after school. It is going to be useful
Izzy said “So far, I’ve enjoyed coming up with our own
business in later life. The lessons are also very fun and
for setting up your own business and becoming an entrepreneur. It is also a very interesting and fun
business and creating sales pitches for Miss. It has
enjoyable, we get taught how to look at content, but
subject.”
allowed us lots of good practise for designing a logo,
we also do practical activities such as the Levi Roots
how toIzzy
advertise
a business
formcoming
a business
planour own business
Productand
Challenge
thepitches
Christmas
StallsIt challenge.”
said “So
far, I’ve and
enjoyed
up with
creatingand
sales
for Miss.
which are
beneficial
skills.
I alsopractise
really enjoyed
the a logo, how to advertise a business and form a
hasall
allowed
us lots
of good
for designing
group work
andplan
the Christmas
stalls
as it was
lot Iofalso really enjoyed
Jessicathe
said
“I enjoy
the classwork
business
which are all
beneficial
skills.
group
workbusiness
and the because
Christmas
fun andstalls
allowed
us
to
be
creative
and
independent.
is
very
interesting
and
will
help
me
in
the
as it was lot and fun and allowed us to be creative and independent. Miss Russell is also good business
Miss Russell
is also
good atadvise
givingfor
us exam
revision
world.resources.”
In Year 9 we covered Businesses in the real
at giving
us revision
andadvise
finding great revision
for exam and finding great revision resources.”
world and Influences on Business and in Year 10 we
Freya and Amelia said “We enjoy business because we like
ourdone
teacher
as sheOperations
makes the and
workHuman
fun Resources.
have
Business
andAmelia
definitely
interesting.
teaches
in a way that we understand
making
it more enjoyable.
Freya and
said
“We enjoyShe
business
because
The lessonshence
are never
dull.”
are extremely
and can be useful in later life, it’s definitely a worthwhile
we likeThe
our things
teacherwe
aslearn
she makes
the workuseful
fun and
subject”.
definitely
interesting. She teaches in a way that we
understand hence making it more enjoyable. The
Ben said “I enjoy business because it is really eye opening and useful for real life. It is the only subject
things we learn are extremely useful and can be useful
that I have used practically. It makes me look at things differently, such as the fact that students are
in later life, it’s definitely a worthwhile subject”.

more motivated by chocolate than money! Also, it brings me one step closer to my own dream of
having a business in later life. The lessons are also very fun and enjoyable, we get taught how to look
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Headteacher’s Welcome

Brilliant Club
Congratulations to all of those Year 8 children who have participated this term in the Brilliant Club and attended their
graduation in Manchester on Wednesday. It was wonderful to read through the essays produced by each pupil and then to
see the rewarding of 1st and 2:1 awards by the university. We’re looking forward to this becoming a key part of our Middle
School offer from September and hopefully many more children will be given this opportunity to study content that would
normally be taught as part of a degree. We will be sharing the work of our children next week.

Year 11 Prom
The Year 11 Prom returns post pandemic, and we have an opportunity to celebrate the achievements of our children, as they
have now completed their GCSE examinations and started the summer holidays. We wish them the very best as they move
on to Sixth Form, an apprenticeship or employment. It is also nice to return to our original venue and I am very grateful to
Mrs Wright who, with her committee, have invested months into planning the event, including this year the fairground rides.
I do hope our pupils have a fabulous evening and I look forward to seeing you all this evening.

Year 13 Prom
A huge thank you to all who attended the Year 13 Prom last week. A great event and a wonderful venue. We look forward to
seeing you on results day and wish you the very best for the future.

School Walk
Just a reminder that the school walk is only a few weeks’ away and I’d encourage parents just to do a final check that your
child has good walking shoes or trainers, a drinks bottle, snacks, sunscreen, a sun hat and pack a mac. The walk will take
children several hours and does cover challenging terrain and involves walking on uneven paths. Mr Gibson has undertaken
the route recently to perform the normal risk assessment and I’m very grateful to all who are involved in planning the event
this year in school, led by Mrs Geary. If the weather is kind, it will be a fabulous end to the academic year. Finally, a reminder
that school transport will be available at 3pm for our children, but I know a lot of our parents do enjoy collecting their child
on the last day of term. Please remember to complete the permission slip which was attached to walk letter and return to
school as soon as possible.
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If your child is receiving an award this academic year, then you will already have
an invitation and be able to access the booking system. I am very grateful to Mr
Schofield and Mr Trevaskiss who have over the last few months been rehearsing
our children for the event. It is for many, the first time they have performed as
opportunities for such public events were not possible in the pandemic – so I
would like to say thank you to those children and their parents, who have been
so very supportive. We will also be joined by a guest speaker on the evening
from York Chocolate Story. It will be a first time we have run such an event with
York University, but hopefully it will become part of our annual celebrations in
the future. Thank you to Mr Sloman who has organised the evening. Pupils are
expected to wear full school uniform is required

New school
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Key Dates
Summer Term 2022
Monday 25 April –
Friday 27 May
Bank Holiday –
Monday 2 May
Monday 6 June –
Friday 22 July

Staff Training Days

Finally, I can confirm the new school build will start in September. We look
forward to sharing the designs with parents once the Department for Education
has completed works with the named contractor. It is an exciting time for the
school and our wider community.

Monday 25 July 2022

Do have a good weekend.
Mr J Britton
Headteacher

Lockers
During the Summer break, annual
servicing of lockers will be taking
place. Please can all children ensure
their lockers are emptied on the last
day of term. Anything found left in
lockers will be kept in school until
30th September and all unclaimed
items disposed of on 1st October.
If you have any questions about
lockers or would like to enquire
about rental please contact
Prefect lockers on enquiries@locker.
rentals or ring 0330 3111003.

This week in the staff weekly briefing Charlie and Isaac from the GCSE
Year 9 Music group, performed in front of all the staff at Woldgate
School. This was a piece they have composed themselves and have been
working on in their own time. Isaac played drums, which he has taught
himself over the last two months, and Charlie played piano, which he has
been learning since just before Year 9.
The pair have never performed music to an audience before, so they
really were thrown in at the deep end to perform to many of their
teachers. This was a great opportunity to demonstrate their progress
in a visual and auditory way. Practical subjects like Music can offer the
opportunity to see and hear progress in ways other than can be seen in
pupils’ books.
Well done Charlie and Isaac!
Mr Schofield
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Lower School

Ms Minton writes:
It is wonderful to be able to share that Alfie in Year 7 has taken part in
the second round of the British Autograss Series and what an amazing
adventure he had...thank you for the round up Alfie and a massive well done!
Alfie writes:
We headed off to Lyonshall in the West Midland League to the fantastic venue hosted by Cwmdu Autograss Club. When we
arrived we were certainly not disappointed to find we had a giant entry with over 65 cars in our class alone and over 800
drivers signed on to race in total.
Heat one started after a brief but heavy rain shower and I had to search around for the grip among the wet patches. After a
great tussle I rounded out with a solid 3rd place finish.
After much cleaning work Heat 2 started in much wetter conditions so we made big set up changes to accommodate the
low grip surface , also added extra tear offs to my goggles to cater for the extra dirt being thrown. After the decision to make
a 2nd gear start I briefly went ahead but lost the lead on lap two. I fought on and brought the car home in a very muddy 2nd
spot.
Day 2 – Heat Three.
With a little more rain overnight, starting conditions were very tricky and grid position was critical. I drew grid 8, the widest
grid possible, and with a heat stacked with fast cars, things looked super tough. I managed a good start, led off turn 1 but
after a slight slip dropped back to second place. I raced on hard and the two of us pulled clear and I remained 2nd. This gave
me enough points to qualify for my first ever British Championship Semi Final.
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The Semi-Final – Top 16
I started well and got across the pack but some contact
from behind nudged me round and I only just held on. I
fought on to get back to 4th position only for the race to be
stopped; another re-run and I was placed second only for
another stoppage. In re-run three, I had another good start
and popped through into 2nd place. I held on to make my
first ever British Championship final.
The Final – Top 8
A slightly better gate pick meant I had less work to get
across. I made a decent start and decent gear change
which left me going in to turn one round to 4th place.
Light contact scattered the pack allowing me to pop out
fighting for the lead. However I just couldn’t quite run the
leaders pace while also defending my second place from
the hungry pack. I settled in to a long battle with my mate
Owen trying everything to un-seat me. I managed to hold
onto 2nd place finishing just one spot ahead of last year’s
and current British champion who made massive progress
through traffic to finish just behind me.
With my first semi final, my first championship final and my first major trophy in the bag: Dad and me loaded up all the
muddy and soaking gear and headed out of the hills and back to sunny Yorkshire.
Thank you Cwmdu—you were awesome!!
Ms Minton
Head of Lower School
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Pets are important to us and having pets can improve self-esteem, social skills,
and cognitive development. They make us feel happy and loved. Our pupils often
speak about their pets and how important they are to them. So, we thought it would
be nice to run a pets got talent competition to celebrate the pets of our pupils at
Woldgate.
If you are interested in competing in one
of the following categorises

A pet that most looks like their owner

Only one entry per pupil. It must be a
recent picture. Please print off a picture
of your pet and clearly state the pet’s
name and the category you wish to
enter, your name, form group and hand
it to Miss Bradshaw in T10.

The happiest

Closing date is 9:00am 14th July 2022.

Most well behaved

Competition winners will be revealed
the following week.

A pet that most looks like a celebrity

Most unique pose
Funniest

Transition Update
We are really looking forward to welcoming our Year 6 cohort into school next
week for our Creative Arts Days and then the full Transition Day.
It will be a brilliant opportunity for pupils to get to know staff here at Woldgate
as well as begin to make new friends.
We hope you are ready for some action-packed days!
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Upper School

Mrs Atkinson writes:
Ellie sends her thanks to Woldgate.
Ellie was an outstanding Woldgate pupil, always polite and always with a smile for
everyone. That has not changed. She has shown great commitment in all that she
that she does and has now completed her Bachelor’s in Science from Loughborough
University. We look forward to hearing about your achievements, Ellie, and to see
you keeping fit and healthy with your runs and walks with your nan around the
village. Thank you for sharing your story with us. We are immensely proud of you!
Congratulations!
Ellie writes:
After finishing Woldgate, having studied A Levels in Psychology, Physical Education and Geography, I went to
Loughborough University to study Sport and Exercise Psychology. I can say that this has been one of the best decisions
I have made. I have loved my time there and have now completed a Bachelor’s in Science. This would not have been
possible without the support I received from the staff and my peers at Woldgate, so thank you.
As part of my Degree, I embarked on a placement year in my second year and was lucky enough to work with the York City
Football Club Foundation, as part of their Inclusion Team. Here I undertook various projects including working with older
individuals to help them through the tough times of the COVID-19 pandemic. Following my placement year, I completed
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an Internship with the National Institute of Health Research,
undertaking research on physical activity interventions which
aimed to promote Public Mental Health.
During my time at Loughborough, I had the opportunity
to play Football for the University; this culminated in my
being made Captain in my final year! Playing football at
Loughborough is something which has really contributed to
my university experience, allowing me to make some of the
best memories and friends too.
Although my time there has ended, I am hoping to begin to
study this September, for a Master’s in Public Health at York
University. The aim of pursuing a career in this field was not
my first plan but this is an area of the course I have found
particularly interesting and feel passionate toward.
Keep working and keep smiling, Ellie!

“Every time you smile at someone, it is an
action of love, a gift to that person,
a beautiful thing”.
Mother Teresa
Mrs I Atkinson
Head of Upper School
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Sixth Form

Miss Smith writes:
Last week was a very busy week in the Sixth Form with two significant
calendar events that we have been counting down to for a number of
months: the Year 13 prom and the East Riding Music Hub’s Battle of the Bands.
The first event of the week was the Year 13 prom which marked
a return to the calendar after a two year absence. Fortunately,
our current Year 13 cohort were able to mark the end of their
time with us with an event held at Cosy Club, York. This was
particularly important for this cohort as their Year 11 prom
was cancelled in 2020 due to the start of the pandemic. It was
lovely to see a few students wearing the prom dresses and
outfits they had purchased for their Year 11 prom in 2020 finally
getting an outing.
During the event, over 50 students and staff enjoyed a three
course meal in the grand setting of the Red Carpet Room and
it was fabulous to hear how this cohort of young people are
planning on spending their summer and their excitement over
their future plans.
On Friday the focus shifted from Year 13 to Year 12 as the East Riding Music Hub Battle of the Bands offered Adam, Georgie,
Josh and Scott the opportunity to play in a professional environment at Bridlington Spa. These four Year 12 students, who
perform together as Kingmakers, have spent significant periods of time over the previous months huddled together in the
Music Rooms rehearsing, considering song choices, watching and listening to recordings of previous performances.
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Within the opening notes of their first song, it became apparent
that this time has proved to be well spent as they held the
audience’s attention throughout their performance. One of the
songs they performed is an original song and it must be noted
how well their original song stood up against classics written
by Queen, The Beatles and The Clash.
It was also lovely to see that Kingmakers were incredibly well
supported by a large group of Sixth Form students who made
the trip to Bridlington to offer support. Indeed, not only did our
young people support their friends but they also cheered and
supported all the acts performing throughout the night to the
extent that a member of the public complimented me on the
positive and friendly demeanour they demonstrated. I truly hope
that we are able to offer a wider section of our community the
opportunity to hear Kingmakers and would highly recommend
hearing them play if you get the opportunity.
Miss K Smith
Head of Sixth Form
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Safeguarding at
Woldgate School

Mr Sloman writes:
Social Media – Advice for parents
We have included some advice on potential risks and challenges that young people
may face on social media to support them and help them make smarter choices
about how they interact and share with others on social media platforms:
Has your child been affected by content shared online?
•

Encourage your child to think about why friends may share certain posts. Show them how to gently challenge their
friends if they find their content offensive. Remind them they can always talk to you about things happening online.

•

Judge what effect the content is having on your child. Ensure they know that they should report abusive or
inappropriate content on the social platform and consider blocking anyone that may be saying hurtful things.

•

If they are deeply affected by the posts, consider advising them to take a break from the social network and concentrate
on other activities that might make them happier.

•

If you feel that the comments may be affecting your child’s mental health and wellbeing, it’s best to go and see your
GP. Depending on the seriousness of the comments, it might be advisable to file a police report. If you do take this step,
make sure you keep some evidence that records what’s happened and how it’s affected them.
Cont. Over
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Are they chatting to strangers online?
•

Make sure your child understands that people may hide behind fake profiles for dishonest reasons and the person
they’ve been chatting to could easily be someone with bad intentions.

•

Remind your child that they should never give out personal information to someone they don’t know online. Make sure
they understand what personal information is. According to research on average 6 out 10 of children’s online friends are
not ‘real’ friends offline.

•

Be clear with your child that they should never meet someone face to face without your consent. Show them how to
block and report anything offensive. Your child should know they can come and talk to you if someone or something is
making them feel uncomfortable online.

Posting images of themselves online
Remind your child that these images are their personal digital footprint for years to come and advise them to use settings
that only let them share with friends they know. Posting and/or sharing indecent images online is against the law.
You can also help them maintain a positive presence online by:
•

Encouraging them to think before they share. They should understand that their actions online can affect both
themselves and others.

•

Teach your child that it’s difficult to keep things private online. Even messages sent between friends get passed on and
accounts can be hacked. You should also tell your child not to post anything they wouldn’t want thousands of people to
see. If they’re not happy to wear it on their T-shirt they shouldn’t post it online.

•

Be a role model so your child understands that you’d never post anything that you wouldn’t want them to see.

Remember that most social media platforms have a minimum age restriction of 13 years, including Tik Tok, Facebook,
Instagram and Snapchat. The minimum age restriction for WhatsApp is 16 years. Children under these minimum age
restrictions should not be using these social media platforms.
If you would like more information, or would like support, please do contact Mr Sloman (Designated Safeguarding
Lead) or Mrs Wright (Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead).
Mr L Sloman
Deputy Headteacher
Head of Care and Achievement
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School Walk
The charities chosen for the annual school walk this year are:
Cancer Research UK & Macmillan.
Two brilliant charities, chosen by the School Council.

Notice
We are looking to make links with some of the local charity shops in Pocklington
to create a local second-hand school uniform marketplace for families to
buy preloved school uniform and help embed environmental awareness
within our school. I will update you on the links that we make through further
communications.
In the meantime, if you do have any uniform that can be donated, please do feel
free to drop it into school and I will ensure it is given to the charity shops that we
work with. Please ensure any donations are clean and in wearable condition for
other pupils to wear.
Thank you so much! Together we can make a difference.
Mrs Nicholls
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Media Studies: Year 9
National Competition
Pitch a Programme
Mrs Edgar’s Year 9 Media Studies group have been completing a mini project as part
of a national competition hosted by Channel 4 and in collaboration with Get My First
Job. Pupils had to work in groups to design a new, original idea for a TV show based
on a brief set by Channel 4. Pupils had to create a pitch, produce an advertising
poster, and storyboard a trailer or first episode for their brand-new show.
As part of the competition process, pupils learnt about the commissioning procedure with how a show starts as an idea and
is developed all the way through into a pilot episode. Entries have been submitted to the Channel 4 online platform with
possible prizes including Channel 4 goodie bags, exclusive merchandise and an all expenses paid trip to see how a real TV
show is made.
Mrs Edgar and the pupils look forward to finding out the results of the competition. Here are a couple of the entry ideas:
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Year 9 Charity
Young Leaders Award
All Year 9 pupils have been following the Archbishop of York Young Leaders Award
in their Religious Studies lessons this term. They have discussed what makes a good
leader and looked at some modern day inspirational people. This has led to looking
at the work of charities and then leading on to preparing and organising their own
charity week. Some pupils are also raising money by helping out at home or taking
part in a sponsored silence.
Year 9 are working hard to raise money at break and lunch times for Oscars Paediatric Brain Tumour Charity. They have
organised the following:
•

Bake sale

•

Guess the name of the teddy

•

Guess how many sweets in the jar

•

Candles and crafts to buy

•

Vegan sweets and lots more..

All pupils in other year groups have been asked to bring a small amount of money in if they wish to help support this
important cause and “be the change they want to see”.
Mrs Shearing
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A family of schools
with shared values

Know our personal and academic targets, support others with
their learning and stay on task to maximise our progress.

T

To do this we will:
Bring the correct equipment to lessons, including our planner.
Arrive on time for lessons.
Know our targets for each subject and understand what we need to do to improve.
Access impartial advice and careers guidance to help us make informed decisions, develop our
ambitions and aspirations, plan our future, and prepare ourselves for the world of work.

TARGETS
Of great Merit.

Y

CM

Always wear the correct uniform and take pride in our
appearance.

MY

CY

CMY

K

A

To do this we will:
Take pride in our uniform and ensure we always look smart and professional.
Wear the correct uniform at all times.
Be ambassadors, by wearing our uniform with pride, in and outside of school.

APPEARANCE

Take pride in our personal identity, culture and history, value ourselves and celebrate our
achievements, developing our own self-conﬁdence and self-esteem.

Of great Value.

Respect the rule of law and take responsibility for our own
behaviour and learning.

R

To do this we will:
Concentrate, listen to the teacher and one another; follow instructions and work hard.
Do our homework quickly and return it on time.
Ask for help if we don’t know what to do.

RESPONSIBILITY

The Youth Environment Summit is taking place on
Saturday 16th of July at the University of Hull. This
might be of interest to any pupil or student that
has a strong interest in environmental action. If
you are interested, please see Mr Barrett for more
information.

NG P
A

Value our School, the Dining Room, classrooms, displays, equipment and our facilities.
Develop the knowledge, skills and conviction to play an eﬀective role in our local, national and
global communities.

Of great Character.

M

NI

To do this we will:
Always be honest and fair.
Show respect to others by the way we speak to each other and present ourselves.

SOCIETY

C

R

Value our community, individual liberty and show mutual
respect and tolerance.

S

Skills for Life update

Youth Environment
Summit

09:48

REACH
FOR THE

Mr Barrett writes:

As part of the Skills for Life programme at the
school, pupils focus on one of six key skills per half
term. These are skills that have been highlighted by
employers and industry bodies as vital skills for the
workplace that young people often lack. The focus
for this half term is creativity.

10/08/2017

RT

STARS
Update

1

Of great merit,
character and value

IP

Reach for the STARS Posterv6 copy.pdf
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Develop our spiritual, moral, cultural, mental, physical and ﬁnancial awareness, in order to
understand our society and help us prepare for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences

Of great Character.

that await us in later life.

Be safe, sensible and mature. Never seek to cause another
harm through our words or actions.

S

To do this we will:
Always treat others as we would like to be treated ourselves.
Never swear, hit or bully anyone or use oﬀensive language.
Be considerate to members of our wider community, as well as safe and sensible,

SAFETY

whilst travelling to and from school.
Develop the knowledge, skills and attributes to keep ourselves healthy and safe, and

Of great Value.

prepare ourselves for life and work in modern Britain.

Careers update
Please find below the schedule of the final talks of the academic year, organised by Speakers for Schools. Although the
talks happen during the school day, recordings of the talks can be accessed from their library and the link is: https://www.
speakersforschools.org/inspiration/vtalks/vtalks-video-library/
DATE

SPEAKER

INFO

Tuesday 5th July

Predict 22 talk- Future of Flying.
Siobhan Fitzpatrick, Chief Digital &
Marketing Officer, Virgin Atlantic

Are you interested in aviation? Perhaps you are
interested in learning more about airlines and how
they work. Join us for a broadcast with Siobhan to
find out how the industry has changed the way it
uses technology over time and what her predictions
are for the future of flying!

10-10:45am

For KS3-5
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DATE

SPEAKER

INFO

Wednesday 6th July

Olivia Pinkney, Chief Constable,
Hampshire Constabulary

Are you interested in a career in the police?
Would you like to know what it’s like to be a Chief
Constable? Watch our broadcast with Olivia Pinkney
to learn about her insights into working in the
police, and what the future of the role could look
like for you.

10:15-10:50am

For KS3-5

Friday 8th July
2-2:45pm

Creative Careers Summer festival
broadcast with Richard Waterworth,
General Manager, TikTok UK
For KS3-5

Monday 11th July
10-10:45am

Jasmine Dotiwala, Broadcaster,
Producer, Director and Columnist
For KS4-5

Join us for a broadcast with the General Manager of
TikTok EU! Find out about Richard’s career journey
and why creativity matters. Richard is excited to
answer your questions during the student Q&A
session.
Jasmine has over 25 years of experience as a Head
of department, manager, broadcaster, producer,
director and columnist at brands like Netflix UK,
Media Trust, Channel 4 News, MTV and more.
In this talk, Jasmine will discuss her work and career
journey in the media industry. Jasmine is excited to
receive your questions and answer queries about
working in the media.

Tuesday 19th July
2-2:45pm

Austin Daboh, Executive Vice
President, Atlantic Records UK

Details TBC

For KS4-5

		

Accelerated Reader… The results are in!
Total words read: 46,628,367 (+3,348,558 since last week)
Reader of the week: Iona M (9JMR)
Form of the week: 8BSC

Year group leader boards (words read since September) – Change of leader board!

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

1. 7RPA – 2,666,167

1. 8DLN –6,907,201

1. 9JMR –3,765,601

2. 7BER – 2,490,910

2. 8BSC – 4,281,027

2. 9HTA –2,292,565

3. 7NTE – 2,288,990

3. 8SJW –4,057,066

3. 9LCH –1,395,874
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MEMORY L ANE

The end of the year used to bring the end of year report. A hand-written detailed
report into how well you had progressed that year (or otherwise).
What interests me are the subjects taught, House/Metal is a particular throw back
to a previous generation.
If you have an old report from Woldgate School that you are happy to share please
do send it in to us
office@woldgate.net
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Rewards
Acts of Great

Our school motto is ‘Everything you do should be worthy of great merit,
character and value’, and every day our pupils’ efforts, contributions and
achievements are recognised with rewards that reflect these values. Our pupils
understand these core values as being the foundation of successful learning, and
a successful life, and each of the rewards holds a special significance:

MERIT

302,197

CHARACTER

23,562

VALUE

36,020

TOTAL
REWARD
POINTS:

606,943

House Points
Every pupil belongs to one of our five Houses, representing our local countryside. Pupils can be awarded House points for
exceptional contributions to school life, and for participating in House competitions and events, and all rewards contribute
to each House reward total:

House rewards since the start of the year:

132,566

131,070
138,338

116,356
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Acts of Great Merit

Acts of Great Value

The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially
deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production
of an outstanding piece of classwork, home learning or an
outstanding assessment outcome.

The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those
acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For
instance, the ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence,
to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.

The pupils with the highest Great Merit awards this week
are:

The pupils with the highest Great Value awards this week
are:

Year 7:		

Michael Abbott

Year 7:		

Emma Adams

Year 8:		

Mia Wood

Year 8:		

Jay Rugg

Year 9:		

Eloise Dobbins

Year 9:		

Adam Lilley

Year 10:

Charlie Day

Year 10:

George De Vries

Year 12:

Claire Farmery

Year 12:

Caleb Oliver

Acts of Great Character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example,
demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively
engaging with the wider community.
The pupils with the highest Great Character awards this
week are:
Year 7:		

Riley Bell

Year 8:		

Isobel Parsons

Year 9:		

Dillon Alston

Year 10:

Magnus McKie

Year 12:

Alex Rothwell-Inch
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Please discuss these values with
your child, and do regularly look
at your child’s rewards on the
ClassCharts Parents’ App.
Every week, our Newsletter
and weekly pupil briefing
highlights examples of our pupils
demonstrating each of these
values, and we encourage all of
our pupils to embody each of
these values in everything they do.
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Care and Achievement Coordinators

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Mrs L Cavanagh

Mrs A Carlill

Miss G Parkin

07790 987139

07980 702715

07790 987137

lcavanagh@woldgate.net

acarlill@woldgate.net

gparkin@woldgate.net

Year 10

Year 11

Sixth Form

Mr M Elwers

Mrs H Cross

Mrs S Clark

07790 987131

07790 987142

07790 987009

melwers@woldgate.net

hcross@woldgate.net

sclark@woldgate.net

Family Outreach Worker
Mrs C Wright
07790 987007
cwright@woldgate.net
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